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UK Festival of Zombie Culture, now in its third year.
One of

La Horde,
avoid at all
costs!

epic films booked, like La Horde and Pontypool and the first screening of Leicester feature
Zombie Undead, full listings and details are
available in this The Zombie Times, including
exactly how guests can win a Nintendo Wii by
slaying virtual zombies in Dead Rising.

New Film Added. We also have another film
showing at the Day of the Undead, which is
Night of the Living Dead: Re-animated, an
awesome project inspired by Romeros original
zombie film, and inside the back pages you will
November the 28th is on its way and that find more details and one of the artists, Kit
means the Zombie Invasion, deep in the Cox, is one of our Guest Stars at the event, joinbeating heart of England is happening ing authors Jasper Bark & the Thomas Brothers.

this Saturday, get ready or die...

The films are booked, the guest stars confirmed, the Nintendo Wii (our star prize) is
wrapped and so it's all systems go for this
year’s 12 hours of zombies, gore and so much
more, to commence from 12 noon at our all
NEW VENUE, Phoenix Square in Leicester,
UK...
Amazing Zombie Films. We have some truly

Zombie Books for All?
http://libraryofthelivingdead.lefora.com/

BOOK NOW! To book your place, you can
phone the Phoenix Square Box Office on 0116
242 2800 between 9am and 9pm, but you cannot book online yet, its a new building and
there's techno issues…
Loads more details, including full film listings
and directions, etc are on the Terror4fun homepage www.terror4fun.com and on our Facebook Group and Event Pages…
If you want more news at it happens
then please check out and join the
group: Terror4fun: UK Zombie Events
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The Zombie Times,
November 2009.
Hi Zombie Fans,
Welcome again to the zombies times & 2009 is
about to reach its zombie filled bloody climax in only a few days... getting bloodier
and more gory every single day and it looks
like the end of 09 is going to make the living
dead invasion of the uk start in Leicester and
where better than a brand spanking new media centre deep in the heart of england… at
Day of the Undead…
If this is your first edition of the zombie
times then welcome! each issue is read by
8,500 zombie fans and the website gets more
than 35,000 visitors every month. so if you
are doing anything zombie related and you
want zombie fans to find out then please let
us know by emailing ed@terror4fun.com or
come on down to the day of the undead and
chat to us in person…
we love to promote anything to do with the
living dead, so even if you are just thinking
of making a short film, then let us know and
we will help out as much as we can with publicity and getting you extras, make up artists,
etc, etc.
keep on zomming…
and get bloody,

Zombie Ed
and the
Terror4
Terror 4fun Team

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

Day of the undead
Zombie films for 09
Dawn of the Dead. Dir: George Romero. USA 1978,
2hrs 6mins, 18. 12noon. Considered by many to be the
finest of Romero’s “Dead” movies, this classic fusion of
zombie obsession and consumer culture acts as a
benchmark for all zombie films that have followed.
Pontypool. Dir: Bruce McDonald. USA 2008, 1hr
35mins, 15. 2.30pm. This brilliantly creepy Canadian
flick is based on the idea that a zombie virus gets
spread around the wintery town of Pontypool by none
other than the English Language.
Dead Snow. Dir: Tommy Wirkola. Norway 2009, 1hr
32mins, subtitled, 18. 4.30pm. When a group of keen
medical students set-out on a ski trip in the remote
wastelands of Norway the last thing they expect to
find are Nazi zombies. A zom-com to savour. “Ein!
Zwei! Die!”
Zombie Shorts: 6.15pm. Take a sanguine breather
with two exquisite genre shorts that take puppetry to
new heights while the death of a clown blows away all
pretence of being funny.
Zombie Undead. Dir: Rhys Davies. UK 2009, 1hr
28mins, 18. 7pm. A sneak preview of Leicester’s own
zombie masterpiece, this impressive local feature has
been several years in the making and will be screened
ahead of its world premier at Phoenix Square in January. The director and writer will be holding a Q & A
following the film...
La Horde. Dirs: Yannick Dahan & Benjamin Rocher.
France 2009, 1hr 30mins, subtitled, 18. 9.30pm. When
a bunch of trigger-happy cops enter a tower-blockfrom-Hell in the infamous Parisian “projects” on a mission to blow away some gangstas, the last thing
they’re expecting is a hi-rise full of zombies with attitude.
Zombieland. Dir: Ruben Fleischer. USA 2009, 1hr
28mins, 15. 11.30pm. Columbus & Tallahassee are major league survivors in a world over-run by the undead. But nothing is perfect and there’s only so much
serious blood-letting a couple of good men can stand.
Very smart, very funny, and the perfect off-its-head
climax to our smorgasbord of re-animated flesh.
To BOOK your tickets phone the Phoenix Box Office
Monday to Saturday from 9am to 9pm on (0116) 242 2800

Do you Love Zombies?
Buy the t-shirt and tell the world……!
http://www.terror4fun.com/zombie_tshirts.html
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Kill Zombies...… Win a Wii...
a juicy lead, he makes his way to a small suburban
town only to find that it has become overrun by
zombies.
He escapes to the local shopping mall, thinking it
If you can slay the most Virtual Undead, in the
will be a bastion of safety yet it turns out to be
time limit set, then you will win a Nintendo Wii,
anything but. It will be a true struggle to survive
supplied by CAPCOM… The competition takes
place at the Day of the Undead Festival on Novem- the endless stream of enemies, but players will
have full reign of a realistic shopping centre, utilizber 28th, we are keeping the game setting and the
ing anything they find to fight off the flesh-hungry
time limit secret until the day, so people will not
mob and search for the truth behind the horrendous
bee able to practice too much… Just in case you
have never been addicted to one of the most epic of epidemic.
all XBOX 360 games, here’s the plot for you…
Dead Rising follows the harrowing tale of Frank
West, an overly zealous freelance photojournalist
on the hunt for the scoop of a lifetime. In pursuit of

Only £

9.99

Terror4fun T-Shirts
NOW on Ebay
Strange Zombies, Part 1O

Just Search for ‘ I Love Zombies’

Dancing Fred & Stevie U, have you ever seen anyone
less scared about being eaten… If you have more
snaps of Strange Zombies, then please send them to
us at: ed@terror4fun.com

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
8,500 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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The first screening of…
zombie undead
Well it’s been a couple of years in the making but
here we are… the end of the road in site. In what
seems like two and a half of the longest years on
record Zombie Undead is almost ready to be
unleashed on the gore loving public… and about
time too! I think it’s safe to say that the cast and
crew are feeling a mixture of relief and excitement
and that all of the hard work and long hours are
finally going to pay off. A fair few ridiculously
early Saturday and Sunday morning shoots often
lasting for 14 hours at a time. Working fulltime day
jobs and then coming home to work on SFX, editing, sound, grading, music etc… just to name a few.
It’s safe to say that it’s been a bit of a rollercoaster
ride and at times has probably felt like it would
never end… but the negatives have been far outweighed by the positives. I don’t think anyone involved would swap the experiences for anything
(other than a massive budget… a few hundred crew
members… helicopter explosion scenes etc etc) after
all it’s all important experience for when we decide
to move onto the next project.

the Undead’ festival. So although the version you
will see won’t necessarily be the end product it’ll be
pretty darn close. If I’m honest the fact that we get
to be on the same bill as Bill Murray is actually
what swung it in the end!
I think I’m speaking for everyone involved in ZU
when I say that we’ll all be feeling a mixture of both
nerves and excitement come the 28th November,
after all this will be the first time virtually anyone
outside of the project will have seen the footage and
probably the first time some of the guys involved in
ZU would have seen it too. All I can say is that if
you haven’t already ordered your tickets for ‘Day
of the Undead’ then I suggest you do so not just
because of Zombie Undead but because it always
ends up being bloody amazing. I think it’s safe to
say that this year’s event with the likes of Zombie
Land, Dawn of the Dead and all the gore fuelled
activities that a day of blood brings is looking to be
pretty damn exciting! So Zombie-up and get down
to the Phoenix! Keep on rotting in the free world!

Well we were all set for the first showing of the film
to be premiered at the new Phoenix building
(which it has to be said is pretty amazing!) in March
when a certain Mr Zombie Ed suggested we show a
sneak preview of ZU a bit earlier than scheduled.
For those of you who don’t know, one of the main
Admittedly we were a bit concerned… mainly beactors in the film is the author of this article Kris
cause we hadn’t finished the film! However the
Tearse, the make up was produced by ‘The Zombie
more we thought about it the better an idea it
sounded and we couldn’t think of anywhere better Times’ own Gav’n Gore and them along with Directo do a test screening than at the awesome ‘Day of
tor Rhys Davies will be at the Day of the Undead.
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Zombie western:... It
came from the desert

Zombies Needed
for Art Attack…

The Greatest Zombie Short in the World?

James got in touch with the Zombie Times
and is looking to setup a Zombie photoshoot to create an art set for a personal project. The idea is to get a few people made up
in great Zombie makeup and he will produce a set of very dark, emotive and gritty
art pieces in an abandoned building. I will
then provide these to the participants as a
thank you for getting involved. The shoot
will happen in the Hampshire/Surrey area
in the New Year… If this sounds like your
bag then please email:

Virgil lives alone with his bully father and a
mute bartender and he is being mocked by the
two tough cowboys Eddie and Hank. Because of
The Dark Butcher who has been terrorizing the
local Indian tribe, the Indians see no other way,
than bringing the dead to live by performing The
Forbidden Rituals. When the Zombies suddenly
attack the saloon, action begins and true characters are brought to daylight.

jamesoliverstone@googlemail.com

‘Zombie Undead’ stalks Leicester

The film is inspired by Sergio Leones’s classic
Westerns as well as the legendary films by Peter
Jackson and George A. Romero and there are
several references to the genres to be found in
the film. The style is a mixture of hand held puppets and animation. Besides the funny characters
and the gory action, it is the richness of highly
prepared and surprising details that makes this
film a unique experience full of dark humour.

Get a copy online at:

http://www.zombiewestern.com/Zombie
Western/FRONT.html
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Jimbo, gets zombie Tune on the Comedy Channel…
Terror4funs favourite Musician Bad Boy Jim Kent, has finally struck paydirt… Jims song, Zombie Girlfriend appears in one of the episodes of the new comedy ‘Woke Up Dead’ and it’s therefore more than
worthwhile checking out… When the main characters roommate, Drex Greene, woke up as a zombie
one day, he decided to make a movie about him. It beats getting a real job – have you seen how bad the
economy is right now? The interview with Jim can be found here…
http://www.wokeupdead.tv/zombies/interview-james-kent-has-a-zombie-gf/

Festive Zombie Fun…...
Silent Night Zombie Night
A film by Sean Cain…A festive Zombie film seems only apt in this our
last issue before Christmas… and where the hell else are you gonna
find a picture of a flesh munching and gradually rotting Santa Claus to
give your neighbourhood kids nightmares… So keep your eyes peeled
for this one, we will let you know as soon as its available on DVD…
Now to the plot…
A week before Christmas a viral outbreak turns the citizens of Los Angeles into the walking dead. On the brink of severing ties with both
his wife and longtime partner, L.A.P.D. officer Frank Talbot finds
himself trapped with them. As death closes in their survival is further
threatened by the fact that both men love the same woman.

Find out more at: http://www.snznfilm.com/

ZOMBIES NEEDED BEFORE X-MAS
A sequel to the Youtube film known as ‘The Ultimate Zombie Spoof” is filming within several weeks. All of it will take place within Burgess Hill, which
is close to Brighton and zombies are required.
Whilst official dates have yet to be set, it will be before Christmas if not a
little sooner. Zombies are welcome to dress up themselves, so long as
they have grey make up and are to be the running kind. Hope to hear from
you all soon. Actors please contact Alex on
multi_coloured_alex@hotmail.com where we shall discuss details!

Do you Love Zombies?
Buy the t-shirt and tell the world……!
http://www.terror4fun.com/zombie_tshirts.html
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Listen to this zombie song !!!
The five Bingo Brothers are the pride and joy of
northern New Jersey where they grew up under
the watchful eye of Papa B, owner of Bingo Boys
Pizzeria, where all five boys worked as soon as
they could walk. It was during 12 hour days in the
sweltering kitchen of the Pizzeria that the boys discovered that they had a knack for singing and har-

monizing. Together they started writing songs that
the boys would practice night and day to the delight of the patrons of the Pizzeria.
Visit their website and the ‘listen page’ and check
out “I walked with a Zombie…”
http://www.bingobrothers.com/

Zombie Books are forever
Zombie Fiction is springing up all
around us and we thought we would
give the latest offerings simply 2 sentences to persuade you that they
should be in your stockings this
Christmas… Read on and then get
your Amazon Gift List Ready...
Zombie Survival Guide: Recorded
Attacks
by Max Brooks
From the Stone Age to the information age, the undead have threatened
to engulf the human race, here are the
grisly and heroic stories complete
with eye-popping artwork that pulsates with the hideous faces of the
undead. Scripted by the world's leading zombie
authority, Max Brooks, 'Recorded Attacks' reveals
how other eras and cultures have dealt with, and
survived, the ancient viral plague.

mother and views the current apocalypse as the perfect opportunity to
put his plans into action, he has always wanted to be a serial killer.
Dead Walk
By Andy Black and Steve Earles
A highly informative and entertaining study of the diverse zombie film
phenomenon. Included are a visual
feast of wide-ranging and often
shocking films from the monoschomatic epics of the 1930s-1940s,
the science fiction-oriented films of
the 1950s and the video nasties of the
1980s.

ZOMPOC: How to survive the Zombie Apocalypse
by Michael G. Thomas and Nick S. Thomas
Meticulously researched and vigorously detailed
this important survival manual is the most detailed
and up-to-date book you will find to keep you and
your family safe during the Zompoc (Zombie
Hungry Hearts
By Gary McMahon
Apocalypse). All subjects from zombie identificaRick Nutman is a policeman and when the city of
tion, first-aid, escape techniques, household deLeeds erupts into blood-spattered chaos he must
fence, combat techniques and raiding through to
fight through hungry hordes of the undead to rebartering, supplies, vehicle modification, weapons
turn home and protect Sally, his new wife, the only and convoy structure are all covered in great detail.
woman he has ever loved. Daryl lives with his ill

Competition Time… Win a copy of each of these Books see the Back Page
“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:

http://intheeventofazombieattack.com
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Musical zombies required
Did that grab your attention?

imagery in the band. Musically nothing is set in
stone as yet but was hoping to take influences from
a number of genres such as Classic rock, punk, and
surf. If this sounds like your kind of thing why not
give drop me an email as soon as you can to:
Email: zombiebandmusic@googlemail.com

If so you might be the kind of
person I'm looking for. I'm
looking to start a band heavily
themed around ZOMBIES and
all things terrifying and
spooky.
I'm looking for a guitarist, female vocalist, a drummer and
would certainly welcome interest from a keyboardist or other P.S This is a Nottingham (Midlands) based project.
musicians. I've got great ideas for strong visual

Steve Zombi
(formerly of Trioxin Cherry)

THE WORLD SHALL HEAR FROM US
AGAIN! Says grimm up north
pounding, horror-tastic prizes as we’d hoped. And
so we have a problem and that is simple that they
are still cluttering up the office, making the place
look untidy, causing risk to life and limb.
Grimm Up North 09 is over! But there will be more
to come! To keep up to date with future
But fear not. Don’t delay! To be in with a chance of
GRIMMFEST events please keep an eye on
winning, you will need to visit the website
www.grimmfest.com over the coming months.
www.grimmfest.com and go to the contacts page.
Register for future newsletters and enter the
The films have screened, the guests have all gone
comps!!!
home, the exhibitions have all been packed away.
The blood stained, traumatised and shell-shocked We will give you two
audiences have all stumbled off back to their vari- weeks to reply with your
ous bolt-holes and underground lairs and crypts
answers and will hold prize
and once again the shadows have lifted and daydraws on these competilight has returned to the city of Manchester.
tions in the last week of November, giving you a
Now at the event, due to illness the Quiz mistress
chance to win and Grimm
wasn’t able to oversee our creepy competitions and to a chance to get the stuff
so was unable to dispose of as many of the pulseout of their office!!!
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Decembers Zone Hor- knew?
ror (Sky 319, 320 Virgin
170 & Freesat 138)
The stunning and critically acclaimed movie
We kick off our month Zombie Diaries gets an
of undead drama on
airing on December 17th
rd
Thursday December 3
at 00:50. This British horat 22:45 with the shocker Zombies! Zombies! Zomror concerns a viral outbies!. This titillating terror contains a cast chock-full
break that makes the
of stunning actors and concerns an experiment that
dead rise, and as the
goes awry creating a horde of flesh hungry zombies
world succumbs to the
that go on a bloody rampage. They then find themshuffling zombie masses,
selves up against an incredibly shapely enemy, a band three groups of survivors
of weapon wielding strippers!
witness the carnage and
fight for survival. This is
Then on Sunday the 6th Tobe Hooper’s Mortuary
followed at 2:40 by another apocalyptic gut-muncher,
opens for business at 00:45. A recently widowed
Mutants.
woman named Leslie moves her family into a small
town mortuary where a malevolent evil lurks under- Evilution on the 30th has an alien life form resurrectfoot. Bleak, raw and utterly unnerving, Mortuary con- ing the dead and turning them on the human race. It’s
tinued Hooper’s return to form that started with The down to a young scientist to fight and contain the caToolbox Murders which you can catch on December
tastrophe and eradicate the alien menace. A great
13th at 00:35.
blending of genres this is a great way to start off your
New Year celebrations!
Meat is literally murder on Wednesday 10th at 2:50
when we serve up Dead Meat. When her friend is bit- As with all TV channels the dates and times are subten by a surprisingly sprightly corpse and turns into a ject to change so please go to www.zonehorror.tv for
any last minute changes and join us on Twitter.
flesh muncher, Helena flees for her life. Turns out
mad cow disease turns humans into zombies. Who

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
8,500 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Night of the Living Dead.: Reanimated

This Film will be playing throughout the
Day of the Undead at Phoenix Square and
Artist Kit Cox will be on hand to talk to anyone with Questions...
Neoflux Productions is pleased to present …
Night of the Living Dead: Reanimated.
Night of the Living Dead: Reanimated a video
based art show. Artists from around the world
were invited to select scenes from the original film
and make them their own. With no restrictions on
style, media or process the resulting works ranged
from oil paintings to comic illustrations and sock
puppets to digital animation. These works were
then curated into a visual track of artwork and set
to the audio of George A. Romero's masterpiece,
'Night of the Living Dead'.
NOTLD:R is not meant to replace the original film
but rather to supplement your viewing experience
by allowing you to see the film through the eyes
and hands of these talented individuals.
Production:
'Night of the Living Dead'
has a long history of being exploited which
stems from it becoming
public domain on a technicality. This has given
many groups the legal
right to be ethically questionable and so not to become part of that tradition, the first rule established for the project was

that it would be free media. This means no money
was spent in production, no profits will be claimed
from its exhibit or release and everyone involved in
every aspect of production would be doing so on a
volunteer basis out of their love of art and the original film. The second rule was simply that there
would not be any arbitrary restrictions placed on
the artwork, as each submission should be the artist's personal response to the original film as depicted through their artwork. The only guidelines
imposed on the artists were that all submissions
had to match audio cues (so it would sit with the
original film's audio track), be black and white ( to
avoid vertigo when the screen rapidly jumps between works) and be the artist's original artwork
(so everyone is properly accredited). From there, a
prospectus was written and emailed to artists already exploring the themes (and in some cases the
imagery) of 'Night of the Living Dead' through their
artwork.
As the first works were completed and shown,
more artists understood and became interested in
the project. Through word of mouth and supportive
press, the project's team of artists quickly developed into an entire horde of creative individuals
who were as passionate about the film as they were
about the works they were submitting. By free file
hosting and an endless line of emails, we continued
to chip away at the time line, often only a few seconds at a time, until there was enough artwork to
cover the entire story. These works were then curated directly on top of the original film to create
the video art show.
Website and Trailer:
http://www.notldr.com
List with Links:
http://www.notldr.com/next/artists.html
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Terror4fun would like to thank Mike Schneider for letting show Night of the
Living Dead: Re-animated at the Day of the Undead 2009 BUT also for
supplying us with some kick-ass Zombie Comics like the one above…
More of these inspired snippets of Zombie Artwork will follow in future
editions of the Zombie Times for you to enjoy…
Cheers Mike… We salute you...
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This Issues Competitions !!!
To enter the competitions in this issue of the Zombie Times, send your answers to the following questions
to ed@terror4fun.com as soon as possible… (Closing dates may vary, check our website!)
Comp 1) Win a copy of ‘Hungry Hearts’ the Zombie Novel?
'Which Abaddon Book features a Zombie on the cover having a smoke with his feet up?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘HUNGRY HEARTS’
Comp 2) Win a copy of ‘The Dead Walk’ Book.
'What year was Hammers 'The Plague of the Zombies' released?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘WALK AGAIN’
Comp 3) Win a copy of ‘The Zombie Survival Guide: Recorded Attacks’ Graphic Novel.
'Which year was the original Zombie Survival Guide released?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘RECORDED ATTACKS’
Comp 4) Win a copy of the ‘ZOMPOC’ Book.
'What's the surname of the people that wrote this book?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘Transfusion’
Comp 5) Win 10 Horror DVDs from the Home of Horror?
For details of this competition visit the Terror4fun Competitions website...
PLEASE EMAIL US YOUR ANSWERS SEPERATELY, IT HELPS US SORT THEM OUT!!! CHEERS...
ONLINE Competitions: www.terror4fun.com/zombie_competitions
Terms and conditions and details of previous winners can be found on the Terror4fun website.

